




Telecom Management has never been so complex.

“If you want to do real damage to a business or institution,Telecom infrastructure is probably a better target

that the corporate LAN or website” — Communications Convergence,April 2002

“Although most companies today have improved security on their data networks, too few have paid enough

attention to their PBX network.The PBX network remains a huge back door problem for data network

security…all the perimeter security in the world can be bypassed by an unauthorized modem.” — ITWeb,

September 2002

“The cost of telecommunications now ranks in the top five expenses for most companies, up from No. 10 a

decade ago…companies spend [up to] 35% more than they need to. Every company that has over 100

employees is waking up to the fact that telecommunications is one of their largest expenses, and least

understood.” — USA Today,August 2001

“Internet telephony…is not only a viable [hacker] target but also a valuable one. Unfortunately, the security

inherent in VoIP solutions is equivalent to that of the early Internet: Non-existent. …it will not be long before

the first victims appear.” — Internet Telephony,August 2002

Life doesn’t have to be this complex anymore…

Finally. A multi-service platform that gives telecom network managers the same security,

optimization and usage management capabilities that data networks managers have had for years.

The ETM® System is designed to solve longstanding legacy voice security and management issues

and meet the emerging security challenges of converging networks. The ETM System supports first-

of-kind telecom security and management applications through a PBX-independent, centrally

managed multi-service platform.

The ETM System secures your infrastructure from attacks through phone lines, saves more money

on phone bills than it costs to deploy, and provides a unified secure convergence solution as you

migrate to VoIP.



The centrally managed ETM® System is a low-

cost, highly expandable, intelligent management

system that provides first-of-kind visibility and control

over the enterprise legacy voice network to solve

long-standing telecom security and management

issues, while providing an elegant and powerful secure

convergence solution for blended VoIP and circuit-

switched voice networks.

The ETM System is comprised of:

A family of intelligent platform appliances,

Centralized management software, and 

A suite of telecom security and management

applications.

ETM® Platform Appliance Family

ETM 3200 Series 
2U high cPCI chassis
Hot-swap components
48v DC operation available
Supports up to 16 spans — 480 trunks

ETM 2100 Series 
1U high cPCI chassis
MTBF 50,000 hours
Supports up to 4 spans — 120 trunks

ETM 1000 Series 
1U high single span chassis
MTBF 50,000 Hours
Supports one span — 30 trunks
12 trunk analog available

ETM® Platform Appliances are PBX-independent, solid-state devices

installed on your telecommunications circuits between the PBX and

Central Office to continuously monitor and control all enterprise

communications in real time.

• In-line appliances monitor and control voice network access and usage

• Real-time call-type detection at the network edge (voice, fax, modem,

video and STU-III)

• Continuous call monitoring with stateful inspection

• Policy-based operation with real-time alerts (console, email, pager,

SNMP traps)

• Support for a variety of circuit types (T1, ISDN PRI, European PRI 

and analog)

ETM® Management Software consists of client and server software

used to manage and monitor distributed appliance operations.The

TeleView™ Client provides real-time visibility and control over the entire

ETM System.

• Centralized platform administration & monitoring

• Real-time telecom health & status alerts

• Distributed policy, software & firmware updates 

• Easily manage 100s of remote appliances 

• Relational database for call detail record capture

• 3DES encryption for client, server and appliance communications

ENTERPRISE TELEPHONY MANAGEMENT 
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The ETM Platform appliances operate
transparently on your communications
circuits between the PBX and the
Central Office, including a fail-safe mode
that leaves the circuits fully operational
should the appliance loose power for any
reason. In a fashion similar to data
network perimeter security and
management devices, ETM Platform
Appliances sit at the edge of the
enterprise voice network, the optimal
position to provide visibility and control
over all inbound and outbound network
access and usage. The edge-network
intelligence of the platform appliance
also allows it to host a virtually
unlimited array of telecom security and
management applications, all of which
can be uploaded from a remote location.

The ETM Server is the hub for the
entire system, remotely monitoring
hundreds of distributed appliances via
secure, 3DES encrypted communi-
cations. Even if communications are
disrupted, the appliances continue to
enforce security policies and monitor
trunk health & status.A single ETM
Client, such as the one shown in Chicago,
is capable of managing the entire
system, or distributed clients can
support a regional model.This includes
not only real-time monitoring of
appliance operations, but full remote
upgrades of both the appliance firmware
and applications. Enterprise-wide remote
management has never been easier.

Application Suite. The highly
expandable, remotely managed ETM®

Platform Appliances host a growing suite of
first-of-kind applications, containing
patented and patent-pending technologies.
These applications provide new security
and management intelligence to legacy
voice networks, while future applications
will add the same protections to converging
TDM and VoIP networks.

The ETM System Bundled Application Suite
includes:

TeleWall® Telecom Firewall:
Patented TDM firewall protects
data and phone networks from
attacks through the PSTN while
controlling access to and usage of
your enterprise voice network.

TeleAudit® Usage Manager:
Enterprise-wide, relational CDR
logging and reporting, including
call type, for granular and
proactive network management
and full ROI.

TeleView™ Infrastructure
Manager: Real-time monitoring
of telecom trunk health & status
with secure remote management
of distributed telecom resources
and network usage policies.

TeleVPN® Call Shield: Circuit-
switched, policy-based, PBX-to-
PBX encryption of voice, fax, and
modems calls through the PSTN.
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ITWorld
May, 2002

“The same organization that spends
hundreds of thousands of dollars on firewalls,
intrusion detection systems and other [data]

security tools can still be easily compromised,
without notice, via a rogue modem deployed

on a desktop — well inside the Internet
perimeter. Such illicit access can often net an
attacker the most critical of assets in a short

amount of time”

The award-winning TeleWall® Telecom Firewall
provides real-time, enterprise-wide visibility and
control over all enterprise voice traffic and
secures your voice network against unauthorized
access and usage. It protects data networks,
phone systems and other critical infrastructure
from back door modem access and other external
attacks through the Public Switched Telephone
Network (PSTN).You can prevent malicious or
abusive use of your enterprise telecom resources
by internal and external callers, and reduce the
costs of voice network infrastructure, services and
management.

The TeleWall Firewall features continuous, real-
time, enterprise-wide visibility over all inbound and
outbound phone network transmissions along with

real-time, call type distinction on each call (voice,
modem, fax, video, STU-III). User-defined, graphical
security policies enable real-time, continuous
control over all external and internal phone
network usage, including monitoring and blocking
unauthorized modem connections that open back-
doors for hacker penetration into data networks.
The addition of TeleWall AAA Services supports
secure remote access into authorized modems
through centrally administered PIN authentication
with detailed accounting of caller activity.

The TeleWall Telecom Firewall works side-by-side
with your data firewall to secure your
organization’s connections to the Internet and
PSTN, thereby helping complete your secure
corporate electronic perimeter.

Secure and Control Usage of Your Phone Network 

The Policy Editor interface is similar to industry-standard IP
firewall GUIs.This policy set terminates threatening and
abusive call activity such as employee calls to ISPs over
unauthorized modems (Rule 1), non-fax calls on dedicated fax
lines during non-business hours (Rule 2), and toll calls such as
411 and 1-900, etc. (Rule 4), while alerting specific Telecom

personnel via email when these calls occur.

The policy also logs and alerts incoming voice calls where
caller ID is masked (Rule 5). Rule 6 authorizes PIN-
authenticated access for the PBX vendor into a PBX
maintenance port.

Telecommunications Firewall



Communications Convergence
July 2002

“Don’t look now, but your voice infrastructure
and usage patterns are becoming more

complicated, and potentially more
costly…SecureLogix is the only company in the

call accounting patch to have seriously
rethought this industry’s data collection and call

monitoring methodology.Two obvious benefits:
they’re not dependent on keeping up with

changing CDR formats and the trunk utilization
reports are truly accurate. But its capabilities

extend beyond measuring voice usage…”

TeleAudit® Usage Manager is a powerful reporting,
analysis and usage management tool for the
enterprise voice network. The application’s analysis
engine collects and compiles CDR (call detail
records) and call-type information on all inbound
and outbound transmissions along with health-and-
status conditions on all voice trunks across your
distributed enterprise, regardless of PBX type, and
sends this information to a central relational
database.

The application’s granular report writing tool
provides first-time, enterprise-wide visibility into
telecom resource utilization, phone network usage,
abusive and costly calling patterns, toll fraud
incidence, and telecom/data network security issues.

When coupled with the integrated TeleWall Telecom

Firewall,TeleAudit Usage Manager becomes a
powerful tool to optimize, tune and manage usage of
your telecom resources. In contrast to traditional
CDR/call accounting packages that provide only
periodic, limited,“after-the-event” call accounting
information, the combination of the TeleWall and
TeleAudit applications give telecom managers the
tools they need to immediately identify and control
unauthorized or abusive phone activities across the
entire distributed enterprise from one computer
console.

The TeleAudit Usage Manager enables a tangible and
verifiable Return on Investment, allowing you to
continuously right-size your telecom resources and
save more on phone bills than it costs to purchase
the ETM System.

Real ROI Through Lower Telecom Expenses

This example highlights the top 10 employees with
the highest ISP call durations.

Employees defeat the logging and filtering of the data
firewall by dialing their private ISP accounts over
modems connected to company phone lines.

This opens backdoors for hackers to penetrate the
corporate data network, escalates costs by
consuming voice network capacity, exposes the
company to viruses and the download or upload of
restricted files and decreases employee productivity.

The application
provides 30 pre-
defined reports and
full report generation
flexibility enabling an
almost unlimited
array of personalized
reports.

Usage Manager



NetworkWorld
April, 2002

“Telecom services account for one of the five
largest expenses of most corporations, but

these costs are among the most difficult to
manage.That’s where enterprise telecom

management can help.”

USA Today
August, 2001

“The cost of telecommunications now ranks in
the top five expenses for most companies, up

from about No. 10 a decade ago…”

The TeleView™ Infrastructure Manager provides
real-time, enterprise-wide visibility and control
over your telecommunications resources,
including centralized health-and-status
monitoring of voice trunks and one-console
management of distributed security and usage
policy sets and platform appliances.

The TeleView Application supports real-time,
enterprise-wide health-and-status monitoring of
telecom signaling error and availability conditions
on all voice trunks with problem diagnosis tools
and automated alerting capabilities. For the first
time, telecom managers can assume a real-ime,
proactive SLA (Service Level Agreement)
enforcement position with their telecom service
providers. In addition, distributed voice network

security and usage policies can be centrally and
securely managed from a single management
console.The application also provides a real-time
channel monitor that tracks all active calls across
the enterprise, and enables manual termination
of unauthorized, threatening or suspect calls.

New 4.0 enhancements, such as distinct color-
coded icons, logical grouping of functions and
automatic diagnostic log filtering, allow users to
quickly isolate potential line errors, immediately
determine the severity of errors, and gain vital
troubleshooting information through an
improved interface.

Visibility & Management of Distributed Telecom Resources

The TeleView GUI provides at-a-glance, real-time health-and-status monitoring
of all span/trunk groups and individual channels with remote management over
distributed ETM Appliances and voice network usage and access policies. Real-
time health-and-status alerts and icons reduce troubleshooting time for a
variety of telecom issues. In this example, a Houston PRI shows a telecom
error condition while an ETM Server and Appliance show a connectivity issue
in Dallas.

The TeleView Channel Monitor shows real-time CDR and call-type data on all
inbound and outbound calls. You can view an individual channel, or any group
of spans. Suspect calls can be manually terminated in real time.

Infrastructure Manager



SC Magazine
August 2001

“For some unknown reason, there is a
perception that voice calls are not at risk of

eavesdropping. Simply listening into a
business conversation…could cause huge

damage. Voice is the easiest to use, everyone
has a phone on their desk…and the best

way to share business information is to use
the telephone. But few consider the sensitivity

of what they are saying.”

Communications through public infrastructure
like the Internet and PSTN are at risk for theft,
eavesdropping and/or vandalism.Accordingly,
many organizations secure their data
transmissions through the Internet with data
VPNs (Virtual Private Networks). TeleVPN® Call
Shield adds similar protection to your voice
network transmissions. The application provides
enterprise-wide call confidentiality for voice, fax
and modem calls made over the PSTN.

As opposed to competing voice encryption
technologies that require separately deployed

desktop devices, the TeleVPN System sits at the
edge of the enterprise voice network to
inexpensively encrypt communications from PBX
to PBX.TeleVPN Call Shield enables policy-based
encryption on a per-call basis, enforceable on an
individual station, department or enterprise
level.

Voice Network Call Confidentiality

STEP 1 TeleVPN Module establishes
secure session keys with the
destination TeleVPN
System.

STEP 2 TeleVPN Module encrypts
the voice, fax or modem
call in real-time using
strong 3DES encryption.

STEP 3 Destination TeleVPN
Module decrypts the voice,
fax or modem call in real-
time for delivery to the end
station.

PSTN

Call Shield



The emergence of VoIP technologies has increased the complexity of an

already complicated telecommunications environment.As IP Telephony

becomes a “business critical application”, reaching a critical mass of

adoption and maturity, it will inevitably become a favorite target for

hackers who will inflict a level of damage and disruption on VoIP services

more staggering than we can imagine today. Despite this imminent threat,

all VoIP vendors have largely ignored an ever-increasing set of glaring

security needs for VoIP networking products in their current rush to

market.

Due to the critical nature of voice communications availability, coupled

with large investments in existing and long-lived TDM legacy

infrastructure, most organizations deploying VoIP will do so as part of a

controlled and monitored migration strategy. Most enterprise voice

environments will contain a combination of circuit-switched and packet

voice infrastructure for many years to come — perhaps always.

Accordingly, today’s voice security and management systems must be

intelligent and scalable enough to protect and manage both circuit-

switched and packet voice as part of one integrated system.

The ETM System is built as a secure convergence solution for any

enterprise migrating to VoIP or IP-Telephony. Current applications provide

first-of-kind technologies to secure and manage legacy voice

infrastructure. However, the ETM System will soon host an IP-Telephony

Firewall, enabling an integrated voice security system that logs and

protects both legacy and packet voice.

But before you even begin your VoIP migration, the ETM System will help

you plan, scale and optimize the roll-out of VoIP resources by

characterizing and quantifying current traffic and utilization on your

existing legacy infrastructure. Future enhancements will support reporting

on network usage and utilization across both your circuit-switched and

packet voice networks so you can tune and optimize your migration every

step of the way.

Bottom Line: The ETM System will secure today’s legacy, circuit-

switched voice network while saving more money on your legacy services

than it costs to deploy.Then when you are ready for some VoIP, it will

secure your new packet voice while providing substantial savings on your

VoIP migration.

No matter how complex your telecom network becomes, we 

will help you secure and manage all of your telecom resources,

whether 100% circuit-switched, 100% VoIP, or anywhere in

between.

The ETM® System’s Secure Convergence Solution
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